March-April-May-June 2009

HEADS UP
Welcome to this double issue. I super-sized this one because we’ve a lot of catching
up to do, partly because of my natural tardiness, for which I apologize. Also, quite a lot
has happened, too; ergo, the many pages.
We’ve a bunch of contest reports and many of you’ve been generous with your photo
contributions. We begin with the Peach State Indoor Champs and close with the June
contest. Many thanks for the photos provided by Dohrman and Barf. We’ve had a busy
year so far and it won’t relent until the end of the year. Say what you will about the
Thumbs, we’re not one of those armchair clubs.
I want all readers to read the next-to-last section on the future course of the newsletter
very closely. The details follow there, something worth your full attention.
2009 PEACH STATE INDOOR CHAMPS
Our inaugural use of the new Boots Ward Rec Center was a success and the room
proved to be a good venue for our very busy group of fliers. It was a flight-filled day,
with our contestants logging in over 150 official flights and the trimming and fun flights
amounted to about as much, surely. Once again, your CD feels confident, and a tad
proud and arrogant, in affirming the accolade, ―America’s flyingest indoor contest‖. For
the record, we had 21 contestants and almost that many visitors. Our proceeds paid the
rent and we had a few bucks left over. Let’s do it again next year.
A quick review of the results indicates Joshua Finn took High Point by large margins
via the mass launches, scale and duration classes. He was pushed here and there, but
nobody else was really close. The Brown girls generated a little excitement in there
catapult glider work; it turns out both may’ve broken the junior and senior national
records that day. The required paperwork wasn’t done during the day, so it’ll have to
wait until next time, but we can expect those records to fall in due course.
It was a busy day and all the fliers kept at it. The mass launches were their usual hoot
and a real crowd pleaser. The duration fliers really liked the room, claiming it a very
good category I venue. There as very little drift evident, making its cozy confines less
restrictive. Its height of a scant two inches under the category I minimum teased the
lightly-weighted duration fliers to expect higher times next time. The anterooms off to

the gym’s sides really came in handy; the Smyrna group enjoyed much more elbow room
than in years past and the kitchen’s ample ice supply was a treat.
I think we’ll enjoy the use of this venue in the future. The local administration seems
to like us being there and will probably be expecting us to help them with some classes
this summer, as is Cobb County’s wont. There’re groups of unaffiliated (aka non-AMA)
park fliers that use the large athletic fields in the park with permission, so the county is
already showing some model-aviation-friendliness. (Cobb County knows who butters
their bread. Google: Lockheed Marietta, B-29, C5A Galaxy, C-130 Hercules, and F-22
Raptor.)
(A brief sidebar: did you know most of our region’s RC clubs don’t want park fliers
on their club fields? Tis odd, but true, comrades. The RC world appears to be highly
stratified at the present time: the traditional gas-powered sport and pattern fliers versus
the nouveau 3-D types versus the burgeoning indoor electric zealots versus the unaligned
park fliers. It’s quite a mix and they don’t always get along with each other. Contrary to
free flight myth, we’re living in the midst of the golden era of model aviation. The
numbers are staggering, theirs not ours, unfortunately.)
Where was I? The rent is cheap and well within our means. Frankly, the club needs
to make this relationship work because the club could use some stability in this aspect of
our affairs. Expect some ―step up‖ nagging in the future from the Browns.
A very good, thirteen minute video can be seen via the club’s website. I don’t know
who shot it, but they did a great job. It features a lot of the action and all of the mass
launches. The things they’re doing with electricity these days.
WW I ML
Joshua Finn Bristol Scout
Tim Lavender SE5A
Robert Stevens Fokker E-4
Civilian ML
Bob Boyd DeH. Beaver
Barry Sholder KR-1
Burton Garrington Fokker FI
Grant Winfree Alco Sport
Cole Daniels Fokker FI
Joe Traughber Stallion
Kayla Brown Penquin
Liz Brown Penquin
Seth Haynes Fokker FI
Tim Lavender Bristol Brownie
Jessie Brown Penquin
Hangar Rat ML
Joshua Finn
Kayla Brown
Barry Sholder
Jessie Brown

WW II ML
Barry Sholder He 100-D
Joshua Finn Spitfire Mk IX
Tim Lavender Kingfisher
Jessie Brown P-51D
Kayla Brown FW-190
Cole Daniels I-16
Liz Brown K. Tony
Wayne Anderson M. Zero
Racer ML
Joshua Finn Cassutt
Tim Lavender Mr. Smoothie
Liz Brown Swee’ Pea
Jessie Brown Gee Bee
Cole Daniels Firecracker
Barry Sholder CR-3
Burton Garrington Swee’ Pea
Kayla Brown Hughes H-1
Robert Stevens Floyd Bean
Easy B
Joshua Finn

10:43

Liz Brown
Limited Pennyplane
Bill Gowen
Joshua Finn
F1L
Bill Gowen

7:20
4:52

4:58
3:11
3:10
2:44
2:41

Bostonian
Joshua Finn
John Barker
Robert Stevens
Grant Winfree
Alex Ropp
Barry Sholder

3:12
2:47
2:11
1:48
1:34
:34

60.8
55.5

Sr/Jr IHLG
Liz Brown
Jessie Brown

34.1
1.1

No Cal Scale
Joshua Finn Cassutt
Bob Boyd DeH. Beaver
Burton Garrington Fokker FI
Robert Stevens Floyd Bean
Jessie Brown Gee Bee

5:30
3:53
3:35
3:00
:37

Rubber Scale
Joshua Finn Junkers J-1
Robert Stevens Fokker D-VII
Joshua Finn S.A.I. 207
Wayne Anderson C-V L-13

9:41
7:48
2:47
2:26

F1D
Nick Ray

8:21

A-6
Bill Gowen
Tim Lavender
Joshua Finn
Robert Stevens
Jessie Brown
Liz Brown
Barry Sholder

5:23
4:04
3:28
3:06
1:29
1:25
1:19

Embryo
Joshua Finn
Seth Haynes
Grant Winfree

5:12
1:51
1:50

Catapult Glider
Bill Gowen
Joshua Finn
Barry Sholder

65.3
62.5
38.2

Sr/Jr Catapult Glider
Liz Brown
Kayla Brown
Jessie Brown

55.7
46.9
17.7

Dime Scale
Joshua Finn B.A.T. Mono
Robert Stevens R. Speedster
John Barker Curtiss Robin

2:27
1:53
1:31

Peanut Scale
Joshua Finn H-4
Tim Lavender A-W FK8
Joshua Finn Goon

128
120
100

11:59

Mini Stick
Nick Ray
Kayla Brown
Barry Sholder
Liz Brown
Joshua Finn

IHLG
Bill Gowen
Joshua Finn

Bill Gowen
John Barker
Kayla Brown
Liz Brown

111
106
99
78

THUMBS IN PRINT
The ever photogenic ouevre of our own Al Pardue has found yet another home. The
latest issue of Flying Models has a fine shot of his Orr Chieftain, a fine flying OT
Commercial Rubber job and previously featured in these humble pages. He sure makes
them pretty, particularly so in this instance, as he avoided all of his customary orange
adornment and used the always more blessing red plumage. Well done, sir.
THUMBS ON THE MARCH: WHERE WE STAND
You can find a full exposition of the club high points to date on the website and the
results are revealing. Once again, all of us, save Barry, are being beaten by a couple of
girls, last name Brown. Check it out. We should be used to it by now. .
THUMBS ON THE MARCH: TEN-HUT!
The latest FAC News is out and ten Thumbs make the roster with kanones and several
are promoted in rank. High Commander Barfield leads the way with a promotion to
major with 12 kanones. Captain’s bars can now be seen on the shoulders of Dohrman,
Gary, and your editor, all befitting five kanones each. Remaining with the rank of
Lieutenant are Brook, Sr., Al, Frank, Richard, Barry, and enigmatic Don Peacock. (It’s
worth recalling the fifty kanones of our late Air Marshall Wayne Brock.)
THUMBS ON THE MEND
Don ―Mr. Free Flight‖ Peacock recently had cataract surgery on his single, working
Mark I eyeball and is recuperating on schedule. (The twinkle in the other one is about the
only thing it does. He says all his other organs are in fine shape.) He expects to be back
in service by the end of the month. He can then get back to some flying around home and
driving to club contests. The cataracts were really messing with his night vision.
Ken Grubbs continues his rehab from the very serious car crash of a few months ago.
The rehab’s been very arduous and he’s a ways to go still, but the doctor’s initial
prognosis of a slow but complete recovering is playing true so far. Fingers crossed.
Sandy Downs is coming out from under a final round of chemo and radiation therapy.
I visited him a few days ago and he’s getting his energy back. This time was a hard one,
but Sandy’s pretty tough. He’s back in the workshop now ands re-starting some projects.
THE NEED FOR SPEED
There’s a bit of interest in the old rubber speed class locally and we should be seeing
some of these frisky demons losing hard battles with the sod this flying season. Such
interest couldn’t be contained to just local circumstances and Free Flight Quarterly is
coming out with a few articles on same later this year.
This research so far has unearthed a wealth of content on the topic, indicating a bounty
of interest in the class from the late thirties up until the mid-eighties when the class
stopped being flown at the Nats and other places. Speeds steadily increased during the
period as models got better and rubber quality improved. Caution is needed, however, in
putting too fine a point in comparisons over time because the rules varied a ton over time
within and without the USA. It doesn’t seem to have gone into serious decline until the
late seventies and enjoyed an almost half century of competitive fervor.

One can make innumerable guesses as to why. I’ll venture two. For one, the rules
were in a constant state of flux throughout the decades nationally and local contests
adapted their rules appropriate for their venues as circumstances demanded. This overall
lack of consistency hurt participation and was a downward pull throughout the decades.
Another reason lies in the rationale for rules formulation. Philosophically, there’re
two reasons to write rules in this context: one is to encourage participation and another is
to make record-keeping more rigorous. Frankly, the AMA’s current and longstanding
rubber speed rules favor the latter by gross margins, rendering the class too hard to fly,
particularly for beginners. Some of this focus may’ve been based on the technology of
the time, namely mechanical stopwatches and good-old-fashioned grunt math.
Electronics were for rockets by then, not something you carried around in your pocket.
I can’t help but think that a set of rules can be developed that makes this class both
much easier to fly and for rigorous contests held and national records kept. Look what
was done with our modern Moffett class. A few reasonable changes were made to the
old rules and a new and very popular event was born. The same thing can be done with
rubber speed. (One thing is plain to this writer’s eye, even at this early juncture—ROG/T
has to go. Hand-launching would make everything a lot easier and greatly increase the
lifespan of these models. By way of comparison, I don’t know of a single, full-sized
airplane race that uses a standing start. There’re no drag races in the air.)
ANOTHER FINE DEAL
The ever busy offices of Free Flight Quarterly have another offering and a wonderful
thing it is, too. A couple of years ago, FFQ put out a compilation of its large number of
articles on Coupes which were done over the previous few years. Published in blue soft
cover, the trim volume was a marvel, revealing a massive number of Coupe designs, both
current and some dating back to the class’s beginnings in the early fifties. (BTW, Les
Frogs actually did invent the class to have something to fly in the winter season.)
Work on more Coupe articles continued and editor-in-chief Sergio decided to publish
a second edition in two volumes, spanning a whopping total of 112 pages, and included a
plan of associate editor Andrew Longhurst’s ―Couper S‖ Coupe. I don’t know at the
present time what the two volumes are selling for, but I’ll pass it along when I have the
info. For the appeal offered and the content provided, it’ll be a value, if the previously
published volumes (in two editions!) on the Gollywock are any indication. My
preliminary copy in hand certainly vouches thereby.
WHAT IT ALL MEANS, A PHILOSOPHICAL SIDEBAR
The amount of useful and interesting material on the Coupe class via these volumes
mentioned above is a revelation, a veritable embarrassment of riches. Many things are
apparent. The biggest thing that strikes me is the much greater prevalence of all-balsa,
homebrew models internationally than is the case in the USA. Reading the torrent of
designer comments, it’s plain the rest of the world holds that there’s more than one way
to fly the Coupe, carboniferous or no. .
Another obvious fact is the greater appeal of the class internationally than what we
portray here from sea to shining sea. We in the USA are known for our diverse
enthusiasms for flying a multitude of events and many of us hold a frank distaste for
flying in rounds. Globally, we’re outnumbered, but what to we care? We care not that

our international brethren like to fly fewer classes within larger event fields. We like to
spread it around, frankly at the expense of quality competition to be had amongst larger
fields of fliers. This breakdown can be seen in all types of free flight classes, rubber, gas,
glider, and scale. Electric is evolving that way, too. Who knows who actually flies the
most, us or them?
Adding a bit of perspective, though, it takes us five days to fly our Nats; a mere
weekend just won’t do. We’ve still suds left to host about forty Coupe fliers at the Nats
last year and we did our fair share of mule-whipping Tan SS, therein. And most of us
have the capacity to buy the products of the Slavic Ubermensch, if we’re so inclined, and
I’m quite happy to chalk it up to the blessings of being of global superpower. Live free
or die!
ODE TO GUILLOW
At the recent May contest, Ed and his grandson flew their new Guillow Lancer and I
watched it fly with much relish. I’ve probably built three or four Lancers many, many
years ago and always had good results, at least by my standards at the time. The Lancer
builds quickly, and if you keep an eye on things, accurately. I recall the instructions
being easy to follow. The Lancer also looks like a full-sized airplane with a raised cabin
and landing gears, something that appeals to beginners.
The Lancer flies OK, if not for very long because the kit’s lumber isn’t light enough
by a wide margin, but you can’t judge it by our more expert standards. It’s thrilling
enough to the novice to be sure, something we tend to forget, for a flight of thirty seconds
is a miracle to them. I think it’s an outstanding beginner’s model, as are a few others in
the Guillow line, like their scale (kinda sorta) versions of the Piper Cub and Cessna 170.
Their Fairchild 19 is also good and is a bit truer to scale.
I’ve always had a soft spot in my head and heart for the much-maligned Guillow line.
Maybe I’ll build another one of these days. Of course, you could always improve the
airfoils, reconfigure the fuse for a blast tube, upgrade the front end, swap out some of the
bad wood . . . . . . .
A NEW HUE
We’ve found plenty of uses for the old rattle spray can in our hobby and sport. I like
to think we’ve found new and better uses for the old vandal impulses of our youth.
Krylon sells a bright silver many use over white tissue for a try at an aluminum
appearance, but frankly, I never liked the way Krylon silver looked, being way too bright,
and the gloss finish showcased every surface imperfection. I went shopping for some
more the other day and found something much better. Krylon now sells a color they call
―Nickel‖ in a satin finish at the same price. It’s superior in every way, being for more
realistic a color and the more matt-like surface does forgive many lapses in handicraft. It
seems to cover as well with a few mist codes and dries in about the same time. Get yours
today.
WHITHER THE THUMB PRINT?
The new vitality of the club’s website has caused me to ponder a possible change in
the club newsletter. In the hands of the Browns, the club’s website has quickly evolved
into a very good distributor of club information and forum for a variety of topics.

Honestly, the website it has rendered much of the club newsletter’s founding purposes
obsolete. In terms of ―getting the word out‖, the website can to it better and faster. In
this the club enjoys an extremely large percentage of its membership being online, in that
only two households aren’t. (FYI, I just print out these two issues at home and snail mail
them out. No biggie!)
Ergo, the newsletter needn’t necessarily replicate content already disseminated via the
website that’s purely of local or inside-the-club interest. That still leaves a lot, though,
like meeting minutes, substantial contest reports with full photo spreads, commentary on
our hobby and sport at large, and any designs members might want to publish.
Also, club news and views still needs to be spread outside the club nationally and
internationally. Don’t neglect the international audience for we’re getting fresh interest
from across the globe via the website. (I’m guessing that the website’s being based on
Google-based service and software has upped its prominence in the same-named search
engine, but what do I know.)
Locally, we still benefit from unaligned fellow travelers who stumble across our old
newsletter posted on the NFFS website. I get calls and e-mails all the time from people
who see our newsletter here and at other places, for example. For these reasons, and for
many others, the club newsletter still has a valuable purpose.
As editor, I’d be very interested in club comments on this and related matters. As the
club website as evolved, so can and must the newsletter. Frankly, one of the reasons this
issue is running late is, aside from my natural tardiness, is a bit of confusion on my part
as to what to put in it, given these recent changes. Hopefully, a little input from club
members can set the newsletter on a new and more opportunistic course in the future.
NEXT ISSUE
Look for something immediately after the Nats in Muncie. And we’ll have the July
contest report. We should have the final word on the club’s outing at Barnsley gardens.
As usual, I continue to harangue the multitude for any and all contributions in the form of
photos, plans, etc. Don’t make me work too hard.
Ciao, y’all!

Plea for USA Free Flight Team donations
Our preparation for Croatia World Championships continues and we just announced
some very attractive supporter shirts
http://www.freeflight.org/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=1010
We think you will like them, a lot! Remember, we sell the supporter shirts to raise money
for the team, so don't be shy ordering!
We have also sent requests for donations to those that have supported our teams in the
past, but we don't want to leave anyone out. If you would like a 2009 Donation Request,
please drop us an E-mail and I will get one out to you immediately. As with the last team,

we plan to create a World Champs Calendar to thank those that make our campaign in
Croatia possible. We need your support! Thank you in advance for your generous
donations! The trip would not be possible without you. I can assure you, the guys on our
U.S. FAI Free Flight Team appreciate your help!
Shirts will sell for $18 for short sleeve, $23 for long sleeve, and $28 for sweat shirts.
Please email me with the number, style, and size of shirts you would like. If you won't be
at the Big Al contest I can mail them for $4.95 additional for however many shirts will fit
into a Priority mail flat rate box
Blake Jensen, Team Manager
yama23@comcast.net
Rene Limberger, Assistant Team Manager
rlimberger@mac.com

Meeting Minutes

May Meeting Minutes
The May, 2009, meeting of TTOMA was held in conjunction with the monthly
outdoor flying session at the North Georgia Sod Farm. The meeting was called to order
at 1:30PM by President Peter Brown with twelve members present.
Treasurer’s Report
Don Brown presented the current Treasurer’s Report. For the reporting period
beginning February 15, 2009 the balance was $X,XXX.XX. All deposits since that date
came from member’s dues which totaled $517.00. Expenses were for use of a Cobb
County gym for indoor flying, which totaled $100.00. As of May 24, the total on hand
was $X,XXX.XX. No comments or questions were offered and the report was accepted
as presented.
Old Business
Pete Brown described how the rubber-powered speed event may develop. Details of
the event are still being developed including the length of the speed course. Pete
indicated that some thought is being given to having TTOMA sponsor the event at the
2010 Nationals competition. However, the event has to be proven manageable before
considering the Nationals.
New Business
Stephanie Brown reported that there has been a good response to the club Web site
survey aimed at learning what the membership wants to do. There are many comments to
consider and a few samples were presented.
Outdoor Flying:
1. Not enough participants in the events.
2. Meetings seem to be ―fun flying‖ rather than competition.
Indoor Flying:
1. Participation is down
2. Not a challenge.
3. More heavyweight events needed.
The only current comments made regarding the samples were that there is as much
completion as anyone wants to fly (Dohrman Crawford) and there is plenty of
heavyweight indoor flying available as evidenced by the recent Peach State
Championships (Pete Brown). Further, it was pointed out that the sod farm is not a good
competition site for large, high-performance models because of its size, shape,
orientation, proximity to the Chattahoochee, and the prevailing winds. More study of the
survey results is needed before making any changes.

Pete and Stephanie discussed the possibility of using a PayPal option on the club
Website to pay annual dues. Karl Hube made a motion to move forward with the
suggested option and David Mills gave a second. The motion carried.
Stephanie Brown described the idea of adding an online meeting area to the club
website for the purpose of continuing a discussion of issues that can help increase interest
and activity in TTOMA activities. This effort will be moved forward.
There was a suggestion that more ladies would attend our field activities if rest room
facilities could be made available. During some two-day competitions in the past,
portable facilities have been made available. This is a difficult process to schedule and
simultaneously avoid interfering with the sod farm operation. However, the matter will
be reconsidered.
The last part of the meeting was devoted to a special recognition of David Mills’
interest in FAI flying, specifically F1G Coupe d’Hiver. It is believed that a proper FAI
flier must be dressed in a manner becoming his sport. Consequently, Dohrman Crawford
awarded David an authentic French beret which Dohrman had personally hand-carried
from France. It can be well and truly said that David struck a noble pose in his new
headgear, which may lead him to complete his wardrobe with the fabled Kevlar shorts!
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 2:10PM. Submitted by
Karl Hube, secretary, reporting.

June Meeting Minutes
The June, 2009, meeting of TTOMA was held in conjunction with the June two-day
outdoor flying competition at the North Georgia Sod Farm. The meeting was called to
order at 1:30PM by President Peter Brown with thirteen members and two visitor
members present.
Old Business
The Contest Directors reported good turnouts for both the Saturday FAC competition
and the Sunday competition for AMA, NFFS, and SAM events. On both days,
approximately 12 to 14 automobiles were on site and in each case only one of those cars
was driven by a non-competitor. There was plenty of competition for anyone who
wanted to do battle.
The PayPal payment feature discussed at the May meeting has been added to TTOMA
Web site. This will permit members to renew memberships online and for new members
to join.
New Business
There has been some interest expressed by overseas Web site visitors regarding
joining TTOMA. Since AMA membership is required for membership, there is an
administrative problem in this issue. Pete will check with AMA about how this might
work. Ultimately, it was suggested that we might simply have people join as associate
members or as subscribers to the newsletter. However, the newsletter is currently

available on the NFFS site for anyone who wants to see it. This matter is still open for
resolution.
Pete and Stephanie discussed the possibility of locating another outdoor flying site
which would allow larger, high-performance airplanes to be flown without fear of losing
the model. Georgia’s geography features large open areas south of Atlanta, but most of
the TTOMA membership and nearby competitors live in near Atlanta, northern Alabama,
South Carolina, western North Carolina and eastern Tennessee. A field with a near
rectangular shape and somewhat larger than the present field would allow for better
compensation for the prevailing winds. This matter will remain open for investigation.
The TTOMA survey has suggested that Porta-Potty facilities would encourage more
ladies to come to the flying sessions. Stephanie suggested the use of a portable unit
available at Walmart and Dohrman Crawford made a motion for the club to buy a unit for
trial. The membership vote carried the motion.
Pete and Stephanie will be dropping their land-line telephone connection in favor of a
full wireless setup. They will publish the appropriate cell phone number for future
contact.
There being no further business, Pete adjourned the meeting at 2:00PM. Karl Hube,
subscriber, reporting.

PERRYMAN’S APRIL FOOLS ANNUAL
Frank Hodson CD
Our 2009 Outdoor Season for TTOMA has started out SLOW! I believe the less
than desirable weather forecast scared most of the flier off. We just can’t seem to get a
break on the April weather! The day started off overcast with a few very light, short
sprinkles and the little wind that we had been almost perfect, light and out of the SSW.
Then it got very windy after the 1:00PM club meeting and blew hard the balance of the
day. We all left the field about 3:30PM.
We only had eight (8) contestants, with four (4) of the eight (8) being juniors and
a senior. The contestants flew in five (5) events for a grand total of twenty-nine (29)
―Official Flights‖. A total of ten (10) High Points were earned: Kayla Brown = 5,
Dohrman Crawford = 2, Matthew Brown = 2, and Jessie Brown = 1. David Barfield
racked up two (2) ―COMET TROPHY‖ points, putting in three (3) official ―Rubber
Scale‖ flights with his Comet Taylorcraft for a total of 74 seconds. Graham Selick had a
terrible day, tore up five (5) of the six (6) gas new jobs he brought. A lot of ―Discus
Launch‖ HLG was going on also. Dohrman’s glider has a ―great floating glide‖, a pretty
thing to see. We had a young spectator and his mother out to see what it is all about.
Peter Brown held our April club meeting and minutes
will be published in our next newsletter.
AMA 140 HL GLIDER (J)
(J)
Kayla Brown
Emperor of Spin
Jessie Brown
Matthew Brown

AMA 142 CATAPULT GLIDER
52 sec
14 sec
14 sec

AMA 140 HL GLIDER (SO)
Dohrman Crawford
Liz Brown

Mearcat 38

Kayla Brown
Straight Up
Jessie Brown
Mini Straight Up
Matthew Brown

AMA 120 MULVIHILL (JSO)
101 sec
63 sec

Matthew Brown
Kayla Brown
Jessie Brown

59 sec
43 sec
20 sec

AMA 142 CATAPULT GLIDER (SO)

RUBBER SCALE

Dohrman Crawford
Liz Brown

David Barfield

Phu Cat
Straight Up

79 sec
27 sec
16 sec

139 sec
79 sec

Comet Taylorcraft

74 sec

MAY CONTEST REPORT
May 24th dawned cloudy, damp, and gloomy, with very little hope of a thermally,
boomy day. Despite the conditions, we had 14 official fliers signed up and ready to go.
Southeast winds and very muddy conditions made it difficult to find a spot to fly. We
parked south of the hangar, but even then, the winds were right into the trees, mandating
60 second maxes all day. Luckily, the Thumbs hung tough and got in some good flights.
Of course, we still lost some models. Karl's neat, new Embryo was last seen hanging
from a branch over Snake Creek (he might get it back), and David Barfield's Midwest
Sniffer proved how high an electric motor and battery will power a model, if your motor
timer AND DT doesn’t run. It may still be up there, David. Despite the conditions, a
good time was had by all. As the day went on, conditions got better, but the wind
directions remained the same. Below you will find the results of the melee listed in order
of participation, Dohrman Crawford, CD, reporting.
Catapult Glider
Dohrman Crawford
David Mills
David Barfield
Liz Brown
Karl Hube

Comet Event
Alley Cat
Straight Up
Southern Fried Buzzard
Straight Up
Drifter 12

269
243
119
90
88

Dohrman Crawford Meerkat 38
Liz Brown
?
David Barfield
Vartanian

180
84
43

FAC SCAT Jet
Karl Hube
Hawker Hunter
David Barfield
P59
Dohrman Crawford F84

78
35
29

38

Midwest Sniffer

36

E36
David Barfield

Kayla Brown
Matt Brown

38
3

Jr. Catapult Glider
Kayla Brown
Cam Hardin
Riley Hardin
Matt Brown

125
75
71
7

Jr. Mulvihill

P-30
Square Eagle

180

FAC Rubber Scale
David Barfield

Streaky

Jr. HLG

HLG

Alex Kramb

David Barfield

Comet Taylorcraft

65

Cam Hardin

95

SPRING FAC CONTEST REPORT
Frank Hodson CD
The 2009 Spring FAC Contest had a very good turnout. We had fifteen (15) contestants,
and there was a lot of flying, with a lot of competition. The weather and the wind
direction was the best this year and ―of course‖ not even close to predictions. Six (6)
contestants were from out of state: Gary Morton from TN, Al Pardue from AL, Jim
Altenbern and Joshua Finn from SC, Don Linton and Andy Ringlein from NC. The
fifteen (15) contestants had thirty-six (36) entries in eight (8) events for a grand total of
one hundred-twelve (112) ―Official Flights‖. There alsowas the usual test flying,
messing around, etc. Joshua Finn won all of the potential Kanones (4), in No-Cal Profile
Scale, Jet Catapult Scale, Embryo Endurance, and Dime Scale. This guy is a ―Ringer‖
and I heard that he earned his FAC Blue Max in 2008. A total of fifty-five (55) High
Points were earned. by club members: Barry Sholder–16, Liz Brown–7, Karl Hube–7,
Kayla Brown–4, Dohrman Crawford–4, Gary Morton-5, David Barfield–3, and Gary
Baughman–2.
I cannot provide the ―Year To Date Totals‖, as I have no data except that from the
contests I have CD’ed. I have made some suggestions to Pete B. about displaying ―Year
To Date High Point‖ and ―Perpetual Trophy’s High Points‖ recap total on the club web
site. I hope all hada good time and hope to see all again at our future contests. Frank
Hodson, reporting.
JET CATAPULT SCALE

NOCAL PROFILE SCALE

Joshua Finn-BAC Canberra
Barry Sholder Canberra
Karl Hube Hawker Hunter
David Barfield P-59
Kayla Brown F-lll
Liz Brown F-111
Jessica Brown F-111

Joshua Finn Smoothie
Barry Sholder Extra 400
Kayla Brown Heinkel Juliet
Gary Morton Cessna 210
Liz Brown Tony
Jessica Brown Gee Bee Z

121sec/138pts
67sec/86pts
75sec/75pts
60sec/69pts
42sec/42pts
42sec/42pts
6sec/6pts

EMBRYO ENDURANCE

DIME SCALE

Joshua Finn Feather Weight
Al Pardue Cruiser
Barry Sholder Freshman
Liz Brown Prairie Bird
Dohrm Crawford Tail Firster
Andy Ringlien Debut
Gary Baughman Der Flop
Gary Morton Prairie Bird
David Barfield Sparky

Joshua Finn B.A.T. Mono
Karl Hube Bristol Brownie
Gary Morton PT-19
Don Linton Ding Bat L.W.
Barry Sholder Bristol Brownie

349sec/349pts
252sec/261pts
232sec/232pts
206sec/209pts
200sec/204pts
158sec/164pts
122sec/123pts
103sec/103pts
41sec/41pts

PEANUT SCALE
Joshua Finn Hughes H-4
Dohrm Crawford BEDE

251sec/222pts
35sec/165pts
128sec/158pts
114sec/134pts
/106pts

OLD TIME GAS REPLICA
Joshua Finn StratoStreak

251sec/251pts

OLD TIME RUBBER
71sec/172pts
44sec/84pts

SCALE – OTHER (COMBINED)
Joshua Finn Junkers

434sec/434pts
425sec/425pts
244sec/244pts
130sec/130pts
118sec/118pts
84sec/84pts

53sec/118pts

Joshua Finn Hep Cat
Jim Altenbern Pacific Ace

251sec/251pts
250sec/25Pts

JUNE CONTEST REPORT
Sunday’s weather couldn’t have been more perfect for flying, unless it was the day
before which was just as good. Lots of contestants and flying with a big variety that was
fun to watch. The only thing lacking is more official flights with listed scores in a number
of events that are going wanting. (Please submit your scores next time!) HLG, CLG,
Embryo and even P-30, however, remain as popular as ever. Here’s the scores:
P-30
Karl Hube-Scorpion
Andy Ringlien-Whirly2003
David Mills-Hammerhead
Alex Kramb-Sq. Eagle
Scott Lapraik-Majestyk
Dorhm Grawford-NJAPF

353
344
329
310
288
258

CLG
Andy Ringlien
Karl Hube
Dorhm Crawford
Jim Altenbern
Bob Thoren
David Mills
Donn Linton
Al Pardue
Alex Kramb

210
195
186
184
149
147
106
72
60

HLG
Dohrm Crawford
Andy Ringlien
Bob Thoren

263
169
129

Coupe
Andy Ringlien
Donn Linton
Senator MOY
Al Pardue
David Barfield

269
80

304
182

Commercial Rubber
Jim Altenbern

294

Rubber Scale
D. Barfield -Taylorcraft (Comet) 44
OT Catapult Glider
Andy Ringlien

231

JR Mulvihill
Kayla Brown
Larson Ringlien
Liz Brown
Matthew Brown
Jessie Brown

232
226
221
203
193

JR HLG
Liz Brown
Larson Ringlien
Kayla Brown
Jessie Brown

101
61
23
22

JR CLG
Kayla Brown
Larson Ringlien
Jessie Brown
Matthew Brown

152
57
31
3

JR P-30
Larson Ringlien

68

16

17

18

19

20

